excess its corollary. 10 Such excess was visible not only at the level of an individual's everyday behaviours, but also at the level of international relations: Russia's lavish implementation of the European court ceremonial was a prime example. 11 Through the cultivation of European art and artists, Russian noblemen not only asserted their membership in a privileged and cosmopolitan group of elites but also played a part in a broader and more multifarious process through which Russia endeavoured to gain Western acceptance.
For Razumovsky as for his Russian peers, the design and construction of an estate offered an especially ostentatious means to declare one's role in the drama. During this golden age of Russian estate building (roughly 1762^1830), estate architecture established or affirmed an owner's identity in two opposite waysçwhat Priscilla Roosevelt has termed 'upward' and 'downward' directions. In the upward direction, owners imitated the latest imperial architectural trends, seeking to position themselves as closely as possible to the crown. In the downward direction, they created estates 'physically reflecting the owner's hierarchical dominance over a local society', seeking to establish themselves as enlightened rulers over personal kingdoms that could include a vast population of dependent serfs. 12 Though he does not appear to have kept serfs in Vienna, Razumovsky ruled over a local society of his own: his domain included over forty domestic servants, mostly of German and French origin, including chancellery staff, ho" teliers, valets, footmen, gardeners, cooks, hunters, stable boys, coachmen, artists, musicians, and a wigmaker, among others. 13 His estate, with its modern, Empire-style palace as centrepiece, presented Viennese onlookers with a tantalizing glimpse of an enlightened Russian state, one that aspired to be both fully Russian and fully European.
As both a private residence and the site of the Russian embassy, Razumovsky's estate hence served as a kind of 'mediator' through which, as an individual as well as a diplomat, he conjured up Russia.
14 More than merely reflecting a sense of its owner's identity, the estate helped to constitute this identity, to give it shape, and in so doing to transform and modify its meaning. This process depended in no small part on the sign systems of representational culture, explored in the ancien re¤ gime context by Tim Blanning among others. 15 A textured account of specific modes of representation (architectural, iconographical, sartorial, collectional, musical, theatrical, and so on)ç including the ways in which these modes contradicted as well as complemented each 10 12 Priscilla Roosevelt, 'Russian Estate Architecture and Noble Identity', in James Cracraft and Daniel Rowland (eds.), Architectures of Russian Identity:1500 to the Present (Ithaca and London, 2003), 66^79 at 66. 13 O « sterreichisches Staatsarchiv, Vienna, 'Razumofski fu« rst Verlassenschaft', HHStA HA OmaA 72-26: II/495a (1836 ). This document in Razumovsky's hand contains two rosters, one listing current members of the household staff and one listing those no longer on staff who were receiving pensions.
14 Latour contrasts 'mediators', which 'transform, translate, distort, and modify meaning', with 'intermediaries', which merely transport meaning without transforming it. Bruno Latour, Reassembling the Social: An Introduction to Actor-Network Theory otherçcan enhance our understanding of how luxury mediated personal or professional identity. 16 Three representational modesçhorticulture, architecture, and musicçprovide the basis for the present exploration. Taken together, these three modes present a variegated account of the transformative role of luxury in Razumovsky's life. Far from being discrete entities, they are assemblages composed of many heterogeneous elements, including material objects, agents, practices, ideas, signs, discourses, and more. 17 Each of these assemblages overlaps with the others in complex ways: while music may be said to constitute a mode of representation in its own right, it also served as a guiding concept for garden and palace design; similarly, architectural and horticultural spaces motivated and shaped musical practices.
As an interdisciplinary study of the Razumovsky Palace qua embassy, this essay integrates several analytical perspectives. First, it reflects the cultural turn in international history, concurring with Markus Mo« sslang and Torsten Riotte that diplomacy should not merely be interpreted as a means of foreign policy but also 'as a historical phenomenon and a personal experience in its own right'. 18 Second, it draws on recent studies of the politics of palace architecture, 19 embassy architecture, 20 and garden art. 21 Collectively, these studies invite a significant reappraisal of the idea of representational culture in the early nineteenth century. Third, it benefits from surging interest in the topic of music and diplomacy in the seventeenth, eighteenth, and nineteenth centuries. Such interest has particularly constellated around the Congress of Vienna. 22 Recent 16 Representation is also a central concept in theories of diplomacy, in which it signifies the act of 'standing for' a sovereign; see William Roosen, 'Early Modern Diplomatic Ceremonial: A Systems Approach', Journal of Modern History, 52 (1980), 452^76 at 455^6. Ju« rgen Habermas expressed a common view when he argued that this type of representation had nothing to do with the 'publicity of representation inseparable from the lord's concrete existence, that, as an ''aura,'' surrounded and endowed his authority'; Ju« rgen Habermas, The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere: An Inquiry into a Category of Bourgeois Society, trans. Thomas Burger with Frederick Lawrence (Cambridge, Mass., 1989, repr. 1991), 7. But more recent scholars have argued that these two notions of representation are in fact closely interrelated. Constantinou, for instance, maintains that diplomatic representation (in the sense of 'standing for' a sovereign) depends on diplomats' establishment of their credentials through a 'diplomatic frame-upçthe very construction and animation of the diplomatic world they live in'; Costas M. Constantinou, On the Way to Diplomacy (Minneapolis, 1996 ) work has also demonstrated music's relevance to international relations prior to the twentieth century through studies of both individuals and specific geo-historical contexts. 23 By applying an interdisciplinary approach to a multimedia subject, this essay offers new ways of thinking about both the cultural history of diplomacy and the political significance of luxury in the Napoleonic era. It focuses on Razumovsky's making of an embassy during the heyday of his estate, roughly 1803 to 1815, first through his activities as patron, and second through those of his first wife Countess Elizabeth von Thun-Hohenstein, a pivotal figure in the palace's design and salon life. The conclusion considers these activities in the light of contemporary debates about luxury and its place in statecraft.
MODES OF (DIPLOMATIC) REPRESENTATION: HORTICULTURE, ARCHITECTURE, MUSIC
Horticulture By the late eighteenth century, the English model of country life had spread throughout Europe. It gained particular traction in Russia under Catherine the Great, who had inspired an Anglomaniac trend through her preferences for English architecture and landscaping. 24 Although Russian nobles, including diplomats, continued to speak French and dress in French fashion, it was the taste for things English that came to be considered the marker of a refined and cosmopolitan sensibility. 25 Like his predecessor Dmitry Mikhailovich Golitsyn (Russian ambassador to Austria from 1761 to 1792), Razumovsky was often described by contemporaries as an Anglomaniac. As a young officer, he travelled to the British Isles and served on an English man-of-war; in Vienna, he maintained close professional contacts with the English legation. In 1795, he hired the expert landscape gardener Konrad Rosenthal to design a vast garden in the English style that would connect his new palace in the Landstrasse districtçfor which the ground-breaking took place in September 1803çwith the Danube River canal (see Pls. 1 and 2). As with the palace itself, Razumovsky exercised personal influence over details of the garden's design.
Horticultural and musical tastes were closely entwined. Landscapes and musical works were often discussed using the same terminology, and garden critics, like musical ones, spoke of Kenner und Liebhaber (connoisseurs and amateurs). This connection is evident in an 1803 letter to Razumovsky (on leave in Russia due to the death of his father) from his charge¤ d' affaires Ivan Ossipovich Anstett. It pertains to changes that Rosenthal had proposed to the garden's design plan: accord; but will it be equally so for you, Mr Ambassador? I have been the instrumental interpreter; it's for the creator to decide. 26 Likening the garden's construction to a performance, Anstett implies that individual elements within the landscape should create not only a sense of visual 'accord' but also a kind of 'harmony'. While Rosenthal is charged with achieving this harmony, Razumovsky has final say in the garden's design as its 'creator' or composer. Much like a concert, the garden projected its patron's personal taste on a grand scale.
Eschewing the mannered, 'artificial' style of French gardens, English gardens were designed to showcase nature through irregular, secluded paths and viewpoints onto magnificent natural vistas. Razumovsky's garden contained a number of such Augenpu« nkte, including the terrace on the palace's eastern side, from which one had an impressive glimpse of the garden's overall layout (if not its limits). Equally remarkable was the way the garden appeared to transition 'through optical illusion' into the woods of the public Prater. 27 Wanderers on both sides of the canal could thereby observe not only the Russian ambassador's modish Englishness, but also the subtle ways in which he hadçthrough Rosenthal's ingenuityçeffectively reframed the natural landscape. The Prince de Ligne, for instance, praised Rosenthal's design, noting the way it improved upon the French gardens that had existed on the property under its previous owner: 'One can hardly notice the little work that the best taste has directed. Nothing has been done but to reform the awkward art that had disfigured Nature. Her garden was given back to her; and this reinforces what has always been my moral: to seek out, and not to make.' 28 Addison and Shaftesbury were among the first to associate English gardens with ideals of liberty and humanism as opposed to French gardens (like those at Versailles and at Scho« nbrunn in Vienna), which were thought to reflect the sovereign's attempt to harness and dominate nature. Louis Jaucourt, in Diderot's Encyclope¤ die, similarly praised English gardens for the way they liberated body, mind, and senses: 'in England, the walks, which are negotiable in all weathers, are havens of sweet and serene enjoyment: the body relaxes, the mind wanders, the eyes are enchanted by the greenness of the turf and lawns, and the senses of smell and sight are flattered by the variety of flowers.'
29 By the early nineteenth century, French gardens were falling rapidly out of fashion, because of both their perceived formal rigidity and their ancien re¤ gime associations. Beethoven, well versed in garden aesthetics, likened the carefully manicured French shrubs at Scho« nbrunn to the elaborate hoop skirts of ancien re¤ gime court society: ' All artifice, pruned like those old farthingales. I only feel well when 26 'Ce que je viens d'exposer a' V. E. est bien clair pour moi qui ai observe¤ sur la place la ve¤ rite¤ du plan de Rosenthal, ses re¤ sultats pour l'harmonie de l'ensemble et l'accord optique; mais le sera-t-il e¤ galement pour vous, m-r l'ambassadeur? J'ai e¤ te¤ l'interpre" te de l'instrument: c'est au cre¤ ateur de prononcer. I'm surrounded by wild scenery.'
30 By embracing the English style, Razumovsky not only aligned himself with a fashionable aesthetic trend championed by among others Catherine the Great, 31 but also followed in the footsteps of his close relatives in Russia who had cultivated extensive English gardens on their properties, including those at Gostilitsy (with its Tea House, bell tower, and cavernous grotto) and Gorenki (with its diverse collection of medicinal herbs, exotic fruit trees, and forest trees). 32 He likewise invited comparisons between his garden and those of his Viennese peers, diplomats like Count Ludwig Cobenzl, whose English landscape garden was among the first and best-known in the city.
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A well-composed garden could also serve explicitly diplomatic ends. Louis XIV regularly led foreign dignitaries through the gardens of Versailles on prearranged paths; the gardens were the final stop on a detailed itinerary that began with his guests' arrival in Paris. 34 While there is no evidence that Razumovsky's garden was used for formal diplomatic tours, it did serve as a site for sociable interaction among friends and guests. Razumovsky's sister-in-law Lulu Thu« rheim, recalling the year 1816^17, recounts that
The Tuesday suppers at Razumovsky's were among the most pleasant, especially in spring, when the music in the gardens, the illuminated terraces filled with many little set tables, the abundance of flowers that stood everywhere, and often the moonlight, which invited rapturous thoughts between the groves, gave the Palais Rasumoffsky a wholly oriental appearance. 35 While Thu« rheim does not specify where precisely these garden parties took place, several possibilities exist. We know from an account by Reichardt (quoted below) that the terrace connecting the main palace and the garden wing was used as an extension of the ceremonial hall during balls. Like many contemporary English gardens, however, Razumovsky's also featured a variety of structures that could serve as focal points for social activity. Thu« rheim describes a temple, a triangular tower, and greenhouses (the latter containing hydrangeas from the Queen of Naples, a pleasant memento of Razumovsky's time there as ambassador). It is difficult to discern precisely when all of these features were added. However, an 1806 plan confirms that a large rectangular greenhouse originally adjoined the riding school on the south-east end of the garden wing and that a nearby L-shaped passage doubled as winter gardens; Reichardt visited these as early as December 1808. 37 A later, undated plan of the whole estate, reflecting the garden wing as reconstructed after the fire, shows a rectangular space of similar proportions to the greenhouse in roughly the same location (but not the winter gardens) (see Pl. 3). This later plan also indicates several enclosures in the garden proper, among which one is clearly identified as 'The¤ a" tre pour la fleur', or a garden theatre (see Pl. 4). Part of the central arbour group, the open-air theatre, with its opposing pairs of square-shaped pillars, featured a semicircular stage across from an amphitheatrical seating area facing north-east (with views of the Danube canal and the Prater).
38 Large enough to accommodate performances of various kinds, it would have been an ideal setting for pastoral plays, the traditional entertainment for such a venue.
Within the representational context of the garden, the secluded garden theatre and other such spaces provided semi-private locales for socializing. Unlike the ordered bosquets or ornamental groves of French gardens (most notably at Versailles), laid out with geometrical precision according to principles of classical gardening, these spaces were designed to emerge imperceptibly from the meandering and picturesque landscape. As the cartographer Franz Anton Schra« mbl put it in his account of Razumovsky's garden, 'not a single resting place comes to strike the eye of the astonished spectator and distracts it from the grand scene that it traverses; the idea is sublime and the execution most fortunate'. 39 By dint of this design, Razumovsky's garden, as a prime example of its type, differed from French gardens in the kind of experience it created for guests. While the French gardens at Versailles, for instance, highlighted the king's sovereignty through their precise geometrical forms, ornate statuary, and masterfully coordinated effects and surprises (the sudden activation of a fountain, for example)çthereby exposing the imbalance of power between host and guestç English gardens like Razumovsky's provided a more neutral space for interaction. 40 The 'natural' layout, ambling pathways, and hidden focal points of Razumovsky's garden were more appropriately suited to the informal sociability that characterized relations among early nineteenth-century diplomats. Architecture While the garden represented a modish space, the palace itself reflected the classicizing impulse that dominated Russian architecture in the late eighteenth century. Peter the Greatçfollowing other European monarchsçhad recognized that one way to gain credibility for the Russian state was to use Ancient Greece and Rome as models, claiming a higher legitimacy than could be afforded by comparisons with modern nation-states. 42 This effort, which found its fullest realization in the stunning neoclassical edifices of St Petersburg, was paralleled throughout Russia in the city and country estates. It found its strongest proponent in Catherine the Great, who spurred architects to espouse ever grander proportions and a new sense of theatricality. The palace or estate complex not only exhibited personal wealth, it also became 'a stage set on which the triumph, confidence, and enlightened ideals of the Catherinian era could be paraded'. 43 The desire to associate modern Russia with Ancient Greece extended to other arts as well. The Lvov-Pratsch Collection (1790), the anthology from which Beethoven borrowed several Russian folksongs (including those in the First and Second 'Razumovsky' Quartets, Op. 59), featured a lengthy preface on the alleged relationship between Russian folksong and ancient Greek odes. Comparing Russian folksongs to the odes of Pindar, the polymath Nikolai Lvov (1751^1804) expressed the hope that his anthology would contribute to the 'recreation of Byzantium's former grandeur under the scepter of the Russian tsar'. 44 Lvov himself was one of the great neoclassical architects of this period. In addition to designing numerous influential churches, palaces, and country estates, he published a translation and commentary on the first book of Palladio's treatise (St Petersburg, 1798), seeking to adapt its classical ideals to the modern Russian climate. 45 Razumovsky's so-called new winter palace, designed by the Belgian architect Louis Montoyer (court architect to the Habsburgs), was in many ways characteristic. In contrast to the symmetrical layout of French Baroque palaces, it has an irregular form (see Pl. 5). 46 The main wing, abutting what is now the Rasumofskygasse, forms a reverse 'L' shape with the longer garden wing, the latter being one side of a square-shaped group of buildings surrounding a central courtyard. Both wings give onto the garden, which extended north-east in dramatic fashion towards the canal. At the centre of the main wing lay a suite of three formal spacesçentry hall, cupola room, and ceremonial hallçthe latter a grand rectangular space ornamented with sixteen imposing columns and high-relief friezes on the walls portraying scenes from Greek mythology. These three spaces formed an enfilade designed to direct one's attention and movement from the entry hall (with its four Tuscan columns embellishing the entry stair and half-columns set into the walls) through the cupola room (with its elaborate, eightwindowed dome, inset pillars, wall friezes, and ornamental niches for displaying statuary), to the ceremonial hall, the palace's focal point. Just beyond that was the garden, creating a fourfold psychological-architectural progression not unlike the topical sequence of movements in a symphony or string quartet: the entry hall served to announce the palace's neoclassical theme, the cupola room to invite quiet contemplation, the ceremonial hall to facilitate dancing and socializing, and the garden to immerse guests in nature. Other rooms included large apartments and salons, an impressive library, summer and winter offices for the Count, a separate chancellery office, a billiard room, stables, a carriage-house, and a riding school. An unusual and especially ostentatious feature for a private palace, the latter proved useful to the Russian state as a ceremonial space during the Congress of Vienna. The palace also boasted up-to-date amenities including heated floors and modern outfitted toilets, complete with water jets and bellows that perfumed the air with pleasant aromas.
Although neoclassical palaces (particularly in the new Empire style) were still relatively uncommon in Vienna in the early 1800s, Razumovsky would have encountered numerous examples in St Petersburg, Naples, and elsewhere during his travels. The Greek Temples of Concordia and Jupiter in Agrigento, Sicily may also have made an impression on the young diplomat's architectural sense. As recounted by Goethe, Razumovsky had the opportunity to tour the Italian countryside in the company of the artist Jakob Philipp Hackert while a diplomat in Naples.
48 Among Hackert's paintings from the period is a landscape depicting the two temples at Agrigento, perched on a ridge behind the tower-like Tomb of Nero. The painting, dedicated to Razumovsky, is one of the few art works known to have been acquired by him before the fire; it survives as an engraving (see Pl. 6 ). The antique aura, pastoral landscape, and elevated position of the temples anticipate elements of Razumovsky's neoclassical palace and garden. Perhaps he hoped to recapture some of the theatricality of the untamed Sicilian countryside when he set out to design his new palace. In any case, he made a point of emphasizing his own role in the design process, commissioning a portrait by Johann Baptist Lampi that depicts him seated in front of a Tuscan column with his hand on the palace plans (see Pl. 7).
Alexander I recognized the palace's theatrical potential, borrowing it during the Congress of Vienna for lavish festivities and diplomatic soire¤ es. Auguste de La Garde describes a birthday celebration in honour of the Tsar's sister at which all the sovereigns and distinguished guests were present. The brilliantly illuminated party in the riding school (converted into a ballroom) began with the 'inevitable and methodical polonaise', before transitioning to more exotic fare: a Muscovite divertissement danced by the Imperial Theatre's corps de ballet, a Russian couple's dance in Muscovite garb, and mazurkas. 49 Another more serious and more poetic feast was that of the anniversary of the Battle of Leipzig. After a great manoeuvre, the officers of the various corps were served a dinner on innumerable tables in the Prater, while the soldiers lay on the grass around a great kettle. The sovereigns, princes, commanding generals, and several distinguished figures dined in [Razumovsky's] beautiful palace on the Landstrasse. The riding school was picturesquely decorated with numerous banner-trophies and Razumovsky consecrated it festively with this event.
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For Alexander, residing at the Hofburg, Razumovsky's palace provided an independent space to conduct international affairs and oversee displays of his nation's wealth and might during the Congress. Razumovskyçno longer an active diplomatçwas reinstated as plenipotentiary and participated in negotiations. He also hosted the events that characterized the Russian nation through dance, music, food, and de¤ cor. His palace, with its imposing halls and neoclassical details, its sumptuous apartments, its impressive art collection, and its library of rare books and manuscripts from across the Continent offered compelling visual evidence for Russia's status as a modern superpower.
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Music Diplomatic residences were among the most important venues for music-making in Vienna in the late eighteenth century, rivalling the salons of the local nobility. Count Zinzendorf documented a variety of concerts between July 1783 and March 1792 at foreign embassies; most prominent of all were concerts at the house of Prince Dmitri Golitsyn, Razumovsky's predecessor. 54 Although no consistent account of musical life at the Razumovsky Palace survives, sources such as Razumovsky's correspondence and estate papers, contemporary travel reports and memoirs, descriptions of the palace during the Congress of Vienna, and musical scores with dedications to the ambassador help to reconstruct it. Musical entertainments ranged from balls and garden parties to intimate concerts of 'serious' music, especially quartets. In the palace's grandest spaces, music combined with dance and architectural splendour to create impressive multimedia displays.
Larger entertainments ordinarily took place in the palace's ceremonial hall, the grand temple-like space that gave onto the garden. Balls were especially extravagant, with the dancing often continuing through the night and into the next morning. Thu« rheim notes that at Razumovsky's such events 'always ended with a luncheon around nine or ten o'clock the next morning. In these cases the ladies freshened up [wechselten ihre Toilette] in specially designated rooms [Kabinetten] and the bravest among them even went to the Prater before returning home'. 55 During his stay in Vienna in 1808, the Berlin composer and music theorist Johann Friedrich Reichardt attended a ball at the palace, recording the following memory:
Here, towards the end of Carnival, the pleasure of dancing intensifies to a rage. . . . A grand ball, given by Princess Lubomirska, lasted until ten o'clock the next morning. An equally brilliant ball of Count Razumovsky, which followed immediately afterward, continued until noon the next day. This one, during the beautiful spring weather that we had for a while, made for a pleasant and fantastic event, after which we danced in his great, beautiful locale in a hall with one open side, and had the view of a beautiful and brilliantly illuminated part of the garden.
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Neither Thu« rheim nor Reichardt describes specific musical works or composers featured during these balls. As a category of functional music, ballroom dances were rarely described in detail in contemporary writings. However, a manuscript of polonaises by Franz Weiss (a musician in Razumovsky's service), preserved in the Bibliothe' que royale de Belgique, provides a specific example of ballroom music heard in the palace. Arranged for piano, this set of three 'favourite polonaises' dedicated to Empress Elizabeth Alexievna was, according to the title page, performed at balls in the palace. 57 Associated with the high nobility (and often dedicated to the monarchs of Poland, Saxony, and Russia), the polonaise, inevitably the first dance of the evening, was an exclusively elite affair. As Birgit Lodes has shown, there was a tradition of dedicating polonaises to Empress Elizabeth. Weiss's three polonaises may be added to Lodes's list of such pieces, a list that includes Beethoven's Op. 89 and seventeen polonaises by Jo¤ zef Kozlowski. 58 Although the ceremonial hall was ideal for dancing and large enough to accommodate orchestral music, its rectangular design and bulky columns made for poor acoustics. Margarete Girardi, in a chronicle of the palace's history, observed that every 55 whisper in the hall could be heard 'with frightening clarity' in the adjoining alcoves (a fact that may well have been used to diplomatic advantage). 59 Nonetheless, more formal entertainments involving orchestral music probably took place here as well. While the majority of works dedicated to Razumovsky are for chamber ensembles (especially string quartet), his interest in orchestral music is suggested by three largescale works dedicated to him, all dating from the period of the palace's construction: Johann Nepomuk Hummel's Concerto for Violin and Piano, Op. 17 (c.1805) and Beethoven's Fifth and Sixth Symphonies, Opp. 67 and 68 (1808). The latter works constitute a highly unusual double dedication to Razumovsky and Prince Lobkowitz, possibly indicating that both patrons organized trial performances of these works before their 'public' premiere at Beethoven's marathon Akademie of 22 December 1808. 60 A different dimension of the palace's musical life was its intimate chamber concerts. Such events are said to have taken place in the so-called White Hall (later dubbed 'Beethoven Hall'), the central hall in the palace's garden wing.
61 Chamber music had already been an important part of the Razumovskys' salon life in their previous residences. But it took on greater significance when, around 1808, the ambassador established a resident string quartet, led by the virtuoso Ignaz Schuppanzigh, and arranged for weekly concerts in his new palace. 62 Here, as elsewhere, he spared little expense, offering his four musiciansçSchuppanzigh (first violin), Louis Sina (second violin, when the Count himself was not playing), Franz Weiss (viola), and Joseph Linke (cello)çlifelong contracts as well as (in the case of Weiss and his family) lodging on the palace grounds. 63 Although the quartet disbanded in 1816 not long after the fire, two of its membersçSchuppanzigh and Weissçcontinued to receive substantial pensions for the rest of their lives. Of the fourteen pensioned individuals named in Razumovsky's Verlassenschaft, only three (the gardener Rosenthal, the secretary of the chancellery, and the chambermaid) received monthly pensions larger than those of the two musicians. 64 Like both garden and palace, music marked an intersection between private taste and public display. By engaging 'the first string quartet of Europe' as his resident ensemble, Razumovsky solidified his role as one of the foremost musical patrons in Vienna. 65 One gleans from Reichardt's account a sense of the exclusive, connoisseur-oriented atmosphere of these weekly concerts: 'Last Thursday we heard [the Schuppanzigh Quartet] for the first time; there was not a particularly large company there; however, it consisted entirely of very keen and attentive friends of music, and that is just the right audience for this finest and most comfortable of all music societies.' 66 As perhaps the earliest standing professional string quartet, the Schuppanzigh Quartet set a new standard for quartet performances, a standard to which Beethoven eagerly responded beginning with his Op. 59 quartets dedicated to the ambassador. As is well known, he included Russian folksongs from the Lvov-Pratsch Collection in each of the first two quartets, marking their appearances in French in the first printed edition. While it is impossible to know whether the inclusion of these themes was Beethoven's or Razumovsky's idea, the gesture of their inclusion is significant. Indeed, the presence of the two Russian themes personalizes these quartets in ways that reflect both Razumovsky's heritage and his professional position as an intermediary between Russia and Austria. This personalization is evident not only in the presence of the Russian themes but also in their musical treatment, which seems designed to appeal to Razumovsky's erudite musical sensibility through such learned devices as melodic fragmentation and recombination, harmonic and rhythmic reinterpretation, and fugal technique. 67 Razumovsky, it should be noted, studied music theory and quartet composition with the eminent theorist Emanuel Aloys Fo« rster on Beethoven's recommendation. 68 Further evidence of the personal character of Op. 59 appears on the dedication page of the first printed edition (see Pl. 8). Here, musical patronage, familial pride, and a public display of cosmopolitanism meet head on. On one hand, the loquacious dedication reflects the Russian preoccupation with rank, a consequence of Peter the Great's introduction of the European-style Table of Ranks in 1722. 69 On the other hand, it contains a personal element in the icon of the Razumovsky coat of arms, emblazoned with the motto 'Famam extendere factis' (To extend one's fame by deeds) (see Pl. 9). Ironically, the 'deed' that would extend Razumovsky's fame more than any other was musical patronage. Nonetheless, knowledgeable contemporaries would have understood the motto both as a proclamation of the Razumovsky family's service and loyalty to the Tsar and as a classicizing reference to Virgil's Aeneid (10. 468), an epic that enjoyed special popularity in Russia during the reign of Catherine the Great. 70 The coat of arms also appears on two other extant works dedicated to the ambassador, Hackert's painting of the Tomb of Nero and Temple of Jupiter in Agrigento (see Pl. 6 above) and Weiss's Two String Quartets, Op. 8 (1814). The dedication page of the latter was clearly modelled on that of Beethoven's Op. 59 (see Pl. 10). Razumovsky to Count Platon Zubov, a favourite of Catherine the Great. The Empress had commissioned Razumovsky (in Vienna) to acquire new musical scores and good Italian violin strings (the latter apparently being difficult to procure in St Petersburg). Razumovsky's response acknowledges his fulfilment of the commission but goes on to provide a musical report of sorts, updating the Russian court on goings-on in the Austrian capital:
As regards music, I have not taken but 14 florins' worth from the different good composers of this city, being that which is the most new for the moment, and knowing besides that the music shops of St Petersburg are well stocked in every genre. The loss of the famous Mozart and the absence of Haydn [on his second tour to London] leave us here in penury in this respect, and the other composers, all greenhorns compared to these two, hardly dare to present something to the public for fear of not being able to sell their feeble productions. I strongly regret that the last six quartets of Haydn that I heard with the greatest pleasure are not available for purchase. Having been composed two years ago for someone who paid one hundred ducats for exclusive rights during the first year, they will probably not be engraved and put up for sale until Haydn, who is very attentive to his interests, has exhausted the resource of selling them personally in England as expensively as possible. If Your Excellency were curious to have them before this time, it would be necessary that the commission were given [to the Russian minister] in London so that it may reach the composer himself. 72 Here, Razumovsky acts as a musical agent, not only providing a first-hand report of musical life in Vienna, 73 but also offering advice about how to obtain new quartets by Europe's leading composer. 74 The letter underscores both his connoisseurship and his role in facilitating musical connections between Vienna and St Petersburg.
An equally remarkable instance of Razumovsky's activities in this regard involves a September 1791 letter to Prince Potemkin, offering to send him 'the first pianist and one of the ablest composers in Germanyçthe one named Mozart'. Evidently, Mozart had seriously considered the opportunity:
Being unhappy here, he would be willing to undertake the voyage. He is in Bohemia now [staging La Clemenza di Tito in Prague], but will be back soon. Should Your Highness so auMarie, a talented pianist, regularly performed works by Haydn, Mozart, and her mentor Beethoven. See Reichardt, Vertraute Briefe, i. 230^1 and 269^71.
72 'En fait de musique je n'en ai pris que pour la valeur de 14 florins de diffe¤ rents bons auteurs de cette ville, comme e¤ tant ce qu'il y a de plus nouveau pour le moment et sachant d'ailleurs, que les magasins de musique de Pe¤ tersbourg sont bien assortis en tout genre. La perte du fameux Mozart et l'absence de Haydn nous laissent ici dans la pe¤ nurie a' cet e¤ gard, et les autres compositeurs tous bien subalternes vis-a' -vis de ces deux-la' , osent a' peine donner quelque chose au public dans la crainte de n'avoir point le de¤ bit de leurs faibles productions. J'ai bien du regret, que les six derniers quatuors de Haydn que j'ai entendus avec le plus grand plaisir, ne se trouvent pas a' acheter. Ayant e¤ te¤ compose¤ s, il y a deux ans, pour quelqu'un qui en paya 100 ducats la jouissance exclusive pendant la premie' re anne¤ e, ils ne seront probablement grave¤ s et mis en vente que quand Haydn, qui est tre' s attentif a' ses inte¤ re" ts, aura e¤ puise¤ la ressource de les de¤ biter personnellement en Angleterre aussi che' rement que possible. Si donc V. E. e¤ tait curieuse de les avoir avant ce temps, il faudrait que la commission en fut donne¤ e a' Londres pour qu'on s'y adresse a' l'auteur luime" me.' Razumovsky to Zubov, n. d. [spring 1795], in Wassiltchikow, Les Razoumowski, ii/4, 26. 73 The state of musical 'penury' Razumovsky describes is illuminating, insofar as it further emphasizes the ways in which social conditions in Vienna were primed for Beethoven's rise to prominence. Beethoven made his public debut in the city on 29 Mar. 1795, soliciting subscriptions for his Three String Trios, Op. 1 in May. Razumovsky and his wife are on the list of subscribers who took two or more copies. See Tia DeNora, Beethoven and the Construction of Genius: Musical Politics in Vienna, 1792^1803 (Berkeley, 1995), 139. 74 The quartets were almost certainly Haydn's Op. 71/74, a set of six quartets composed in 1793 and dedicated to Count Apponyi. Apponyi paid 100 ducats for the privilege of owning the rights to the quartets for the first year, after which they were sold. Beethoven would negotiate a similar deal with Razumovsky for the rights to the Op. 59 quartets. thorize me, I will engage him, not for the long term, but simply so that you might hear him and then decide whether or not to employ him. 75 Potemkin's answer is lost; both he and Mozart had passed away by year's end. Helen Jacobsen has emphasized that diplomatic gift-giving, in addition to reflecting personal prestige and political stature, was a competitive means through which diplomats of a certain nation jockeyed for position with their home courts. 76 In arranging to dispatch Mozart to Potemkin, Razumovsky sought to benefit himself as well as the crown.
The diplomatic exchange of musical gifts, including everything from scores and instruments to musicians themselves, could also be used as a tactic to strengthen political relations between courts. Joseph II, for example, entrusted the Austrian ambassador Count Cobenzl with 'two choral pieces for Prince Potemkin's orchestra' as a token of their alliance. 77 Potemkin was especially receptive to such gifts: an amateur composer himself, he maintained a collection of private court choirs and orchestras (among which the serf orchestra he had purchased from Razumovsky's father Kirill), and brought his musicians with him wherever he went, including the battlefield. 78 Whether or not such gifts actually made their intended impact, they underscore the fact that diplomats were the stewards of a unique marketplace for musical commodities. While the consumers in this transnational royal marketplace were few, they offered the highest possible level of patronage. Beethoven, recognizing this, leveraged his diplomatic connections to apply for subscriptions from foreign monarchs. In 1813, for instance, he made use of Razumovsky's couriers to dispatch a copy of his battle symphony Wellington' s Victory to King George IV of England. 79 And in 1823 he made use of multiple foreign embassies in a complex plan to market his Missa Solemnisçin the words of Esteban Buchçto 'the entire Concert of Europe'. 80 Among the subscribers were Friedrich Wilhelm III of Prussia, Louis XVIII of France, Frederick VI of Denmark, King Friedrich August of Saxony, and Alexander I of Russia. In effect, diplomatic patronage opened up two separate markets for the composer: that of the wealthy diplomats, and that of their still wealthier sovereigns. Razumovsky's activities as musical diplomat exemplify a system through which both diplomats and musicians could profit, not just through private consumption, but also through public association with monarchs and nations. 81 
FEMININE REPRESENTATIONS: COUNTESS ELIZABETH VON THUN-HOHENSTEIN AS SALONNIE ' RE
Viewed from a larger perspective, Razumovsky's cultivation of horticulture, architecture, and music raises intriguing questions about the role of individual taste in shaping the cultural programme of a nation. Jakob Hort has considered this issue in his recent study of European embassy architecture, asking 'Who, or rather whose ideas, does an embassy actually represent: the state, the nation, the monarchy, the monarch, the ambassador, or a certain artistic and architectural movement?' 82 To be sure, an edifice or artefact can be mobilized to represent all kinds of things; in the diplomatic context, it might mediate or transform as many messages, personae, or hierarchies as there are interpreters. At the same time, and crucially, a diplomat's actions and preferences could themselves be mediated in complex ways by other actorsçand none more so than his spouse. Though women would not officially be recognized as ambassadors until the twentieth century, they contributed to ambassadorial practices long before that. In the Napoleonic period, women led salons at diplomatic residences, where they fostered an atmosphere of intellectual, cultural, and political exchange marked by galant sociability. Music and literature played a prominent role, of course; however, these gatherings revolved around not merely entertainment and discussion but also political activism. The liberal salons of Germaine de Stae« l (1766^1817), for instance, so rankled Napoleon that, in 1803, he ordered her to keep a distance of 40 leagues from Paris at all times, resulting in her ten-year exile. While there is no doubt that women like Stae« l influenced the contours of nineteenth-century political life, the history of 'feminine diplomacy' is only now being written.
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The Countess also served as a political informant and confidante, as illustrated by a suite of letters she sent to the ambassador during her Italian sojourn of 1804. Seeking to recuperate from illness, she visited Florence and Rome on the way to Naples, travelling freely thanks to her privileged status as ambassadrice ('I have passed effortlessly through all the republics without being inconvenienced by customs, thanks to the passport you sent me . . . '). 86 Razumovsky's Neapolitan connections ensured that she would be among a familiar and distinguished company, including the King and Queen, both of whom took a special liking to her. Embedded in the network of the Neapolitan elite, she heard the latest rumours about troop movements, observed the arrivals and departures of officials, monitored the Queen's health, and assessed the general state of affairs. Her letters also document her attendance at musical and theatrical entertainments, her encounters with art and architecture, and even the latest eruptions of Mount Vesuvius ('what I saw of it from afar struck me as the most astonishing and majestic thing that exists. As beautiful as it all is, still he is a nasty and disturbing neighbour'). 87 All of this she reported to her husband in the course of an informal and intimate correspondence that underscores the fluidity of personal and professional interactions within the elite class.
The letters also indicate that Elizabeth kept abreast of the palace's construction in Vienna and took an active role in its design. Her encounter with the diplomat Norbert Hadrava in Naples offers evidence of her influence in this regard. Transitioning seamlessly from matters musical to architectural, the passage deserves to be quoted in full:
I just saw Hadrava, who made me subscribe for some keyboard sonatas that I will never play. But he spoke to me about something that I find quite tempting for our new house. Here's what it is. There is in the Villa Favorita a superb mosaic parquet taken from the palace of Tiberius at Capri. There are still two to have, of which the very beautiful one is not yet unearthed, but will be, if you want, and [will be] brought to Vienna in six months. The price does not seem exorbitant to me. It is in the neighbourhood of 1500 florins. I have thus commissioned colourized drawings of the two, as well as the measurements and description of the different qualities of marble. I will send them to you so you can choose. This would be lovely for one of the garden rooms, and Mr Hadrava says that they are just as large as that of the Favorita. But the fellow could pass for a Jew, something I would easily believe given the manner in which he made me take the sonatas. 88 Composer of numerous keyboard sonatas, developer of the lira organizzata (which he taught the King of Naples to play), and active promoter of German and Bohemian music, Norbert Hadrava was an Austrian diplomat who served in Berlin in the 1770s and Naples in the 1780s. 89 The keyboard sonatas to which Elizabeth refers may well have been his ownçhis works include a set of six sonatas dedicated to Countess Cobenzl, suggesting that diplomatic spouses were among his target audience. In any case, the encounter is revealing. First, it provides evidence that the marketplace for luxury commodities encompassed not just the brand new but also the very old: what better way to underscore the neoclassical splendour of the Razumovsky Palace than to import a mosaic floor directly from the palace of the Roman emperor Tiberius? Second, and more importantly, it demonstrates how representation could be mediated in informal and even unpredictable ways by other actors: in this case, Hadrava as a go-between and Elizabeth as a consumer on behalf of her husband. Indeed, the encounter highlights the informality of representational culture itself: while we may ascribe a certain degree of semiotic coherence to, say, the Razumovsky Palace, it is helpful to acknowledge that this coherence is the result of numerous processes, many of them arbitrary, through which the assemblage 'Razumovsky Palace' came into being. Elizabeth's chance encounter with Hadrava was one of many encounters that helped to shape the palace and, by extension, its representational character.
CONCLUSION: DIPLOMACY AND THE LUXURY DEBATES
In 1811, the French royalist turned Russian agent Count de Langeron (1763^1831) found it 'droll' that Razumovsky, once a soldier and a diplomat, now lived the life of 'a gardener and an architect'. 90 Whether Razumovsky took the remark as a compliment or an affront, it underscores the notion that, for many, the pursuit of luxury and the pursuit of politics were seen as incommensurable. Indeed, eighteenth-century philosophers and economists had vigorously debated the question of luxury's benefits and detriments to the state. In The Fable of the Bees (1714), which influenced among others Voltaire, Montesquieu, and Dr Johnson, Bernard de Mandeville argued that luxury was the very foundation of national prosperity and happiness. While critics regarded this idea as cynical in its conviction that humans were selfish creatures, it established the view that 'private vice' could be a 'public benefit'. Others argued that the influence of luxury had corrupting effects on both the individual and the state. A diplomatic manual published in 1752 in conjunction with the founding of the diplomatic school in Strasbourg (where Razumovsky studied), for instance, decried excessive spending:
